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Mission 

The Journal of Object Technology (JOT) is a peer-reviewed, open-

access journal dedicated to the timely publication of previously 

unpublished research articles, surveys, tutorials and technical notes on 

all aspects of object technology. 

Key features of JOT 

 JOT is the only journal dedicated to all topics related to object 

technology. 

 Transparent review process. 

 Open page limit for detailed, mature work. 

 Rapid turnaround and publication schedule. 

 Digital object identifiers for articles. 

 Free, online publication (no fees).  

 New papers announced by email, RSS and Twitter (@jotfm). 

Submissions 

Submissions are welcome in all areas of Object Technology.  

JOT welcomes original research contributions, empirical studies and 

state-of-the-art surveys. For instructions on how to submit your paper, 

visit the journal web site: http://www.jot.fm 

Submissions will be evaluated on the basis of their relevance, 

originality, timeliness, significance and presentation. At least three 

experts will review all submissions and provide feedback and 

suggestions. Authors should normally receive notification of a decision 

within three months of submission. Accepted papers will be published 

without delay upon receipt of the final camera-ready copy. In addition, 

all papers published by JOT will be assigned a Digital Object Identifier 

(DOI) to guarantee their archival nature.  

Blog Entries 

JOT also welcomes short articles, technical notes, tutorials, technology 

updates, book and product reviews, guest editorials, columns, and other 

timely and newsworthy announcements.  

Whereas refereed articles should have a strong scientific component, 

blog postings will be selected for newsworthiness, technical relevance 

and accuracy. Submissions will be accepted at the editor’s discretion, 

possibly entailing a streamlined review process, and will be published 

on the JOT Blog as they become available. 

Indexing 

JOT is currently listed/indexed by Scientific Commons, SCIRUS, 

Google Scholar, DBLP, DOAJ, Index of IS Journals and SCOPUS. 

Contact 

Please send your submissions and suggestions to jot-editor@jot.fm 
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